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We develop some basic methods for calculating Morava K-theories of compact Lie groups, and compute certain 
pivotal examples. We show that R(2)*BP has odd elements, where P is the 3-Sylow subgroup of G&@/3). This 
disproves a conjecture of Hopkins, Kuhn and Ravenel. We also calculate Morava K-theories of semidirect 
products of cyclic groups with elementary abelian groups, and prove a new theorem on complex-oriented 
cohomology of BO(K). 0 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is the product of about a year’s worth of the author’s effort to advance, slightly at 
least, our knowledge of Morava K-theories of the classifying spaces of finite (and compact 
Lie) groups. The motivation of this effort is two-fold: in a broader outlook, the geometry of 
Morava K-theories is interesting, since we can hope it may help us better understand - and 
eventually calculate - these mysterious building blocks of stable homotopy theory. One of 
the first things to learn about a geometry are the characteristic lasses; the first examples are 
characteristic lasses of representations. 
In a more immediate outlook, there has been substantial recent interest in Morava 
K-theories of classifying spaces [2-5, S-lo]. The present paper provides examples for and 
adds force to some of the methods introduced in these papers. 
Hopkins et al. [4] define a compact Lie group G to be good if the Morava K-theory 
K(n)*BG is additively generated, as a K(n)*-module, by transferred Euler classes of complex 
representations of subgroups of G. One of the highlights of the present paper is Section 
5 where we give a counterexample to a conjecture of Hopkins et al. [4] that every finite 
group is good. The counterexample isthe p-Sylow subgroup P of GL,(B/p) - for computa- 
tional simplicity we specialize to p =3. We show that 
K(2)OddBP # 0. 
This complements a recent result of Tanabe [8] that all finite Chevalley groups (in 
particular GL,(Z/q)) are good at primes p # q. 
Ultimately, the most important feature of Section 5 may be the fact that it gives 
a practical example of a more or less general method for calculating Morava K-theories of 
good groups and detecting minimal “bad” groups. 
This general method has two ingredients. The first ingredient is the Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence associated with an extension of the group Z/p. This spectral sequence was 
originally used by Atiyah [l] to prove a completion theorem for the K-theory of finite 
groups, and was also suggested in [4] as a tool for computing Morava K-theories of finite 
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groups. In Section 2, we prove some general properties of this spectral sequence. In 
particular, we show that an extension G of Z/p by a good group H is good if and only if the 
relevant Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence collapses. 
We also wish to consider the case when G is known to be good but H is not. In this case, 
the natural tool that comes to mind is the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, But this 
sequence is hopelessly non-convergent. We observe, however, that the Eilenberg-Moore 
exact couple in this case is periodic, and thus leads to two spectral sequences, one 
homological and one cohomological. While (or rather because) the homological spectral 
sequence is non-convergent, he cohomological spectral sequence converges! 
The “cohomological Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence” is constructed and discussed 
in Section 3. Using this spectral sequence, we were able to deduce most results analogous to 
the results we prove for Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, including the fact that H is 
good if and only if the spectral sequence collapses. Eventually, this leads to a picture of 
curious duality/reciprocity between the two spectral sequences. In some sense, this recipro- 
city is our substitute for the representation-theoretical tools available in K-theory. 
The second ingredient of our computational methods is Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel the- 
ory. The point is that if a group G is good, then its (integral) Morava K-theory embeds into 
its Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel character theory [4], which is essentially the complex vector 
space of conjugation-invariant functions on n-tuples of pairwise commutative elements 
(9 1, ... , gn) of G. Our philosophy is that from the associated graded object produced by the 
Serre spectral sequence, we can always recover the extensions from the embedding into 
Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel character theory. This involves computing characters of repres- 
entations, which uses basic methods of local class field theory. For a non-trivial example, see 
Section 5. 
The present paper contains two additional calculations. In Section 4, we compute 
explicitly the Morava K-theories of semidirect products of cyclic groups with elementary 
abelian groups. In particular, we prove that these groups are always good; another proof of 
this fact was independently announced by Yagita. Some of the results of this section are 
needed in Section 5. The main effort in Section 4 is the calculational understanding of the 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. This is not difficult, if one can see the right pattern. 
However, this pattern, while familiar elsewhere in algebraic topology, is quite substantially 
different from what one sees in K-theory. A bulk of the author’s time devoted to this paper 
was spent on eliminating errors in this calculation. 
The other calculation is the complex oriented E-cohomology of BO(k) and the Thorn 
space if its canonical real k-bundle, with certain minimal calculational hypotheses on the 
spectrum E. This is done in Section 6. We introduce a spectral sequence, which replaces 
Milnor’s standard Gysin sequence method in the case of bundles without complex struc- 
ture. In some sense, this spectral sequence, and its convergence properties, are analogous to 
the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence, discussed in Section 2. The formula for E*BO(k) 
has been known for a few complex oriented cohomology theories, including K(n) and BP 
[ll, 51 (see also [7]). 
Conventions and notation 
In this article, Morava K-theory I?(n) is a commutative associative complex-oriented 
ring spectrum whose coefficient ring satisfies 
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where K is the degree n unramified extension of QP and OK is its integer ring. We also 
assume that the associated formal group law F satisfies 
n 
[-p]FX=-pX+XP. (1) 
This completely determines the formal group law. By Lubin-Tate theory, 0, maps into the 
automorphism group of F. In fact, one can show that if c( is a (p” -1)th root of 1, then 
[Cl]FX = XX. (2) 
Thus, in particular, if p is odd, [ - l] Fx = - x, and (1) can be rewritten as 
[JJ]rx = px - xp”. 
Let K(n) = I?(n)/p. Note that, while the formal group law is not p-typical, the total degrees 
of the monomials of F(x, y) are congruent to 1 modulo p” - 1 (even for p =2). To see this, 
note that x +Fy is equal to the average 
By (2), the terms on the right-hand side in total degrees not congruent o 1 modulo p” - 1 
drop out. 
By convention, in this article, for a spectrum E, E-reduced (co)homology will be denoted 
by Ezd, Erd. This is because - is already used in a different meaning. 
2. THE SERRE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
We shall investigate xtensions of finite groups of the form 
O+H-+G+Z/p+O. (3) 
We will deduce various relations between the Morava K-theories of BH, BG. In particular, 
we will explore the structural properties which the Morava K-theory of one of the spaces 
BH, BG must satisfy in order for the Morava K-theory of the other to be concentrated in 
even degrees. 
From the point of view of the Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel conjecture, the most important 
fact is that there is a non-zero element in K(n)OddBG if the Z [Z/p]-module I?(n)*BH in (3) 
has non-trivial first cohomology group. 
To this end, we shall use the Serre spectral sequence of the fibration of classifying spaces 
associated with the extension (3). 
In fact, we can work in a slightly more general context. Let 
F+E+BZ/p (4) 
be any fibration. Then there is a Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence converging to I?(n)*E. 
To identify the E2 term, we assume that I?(n)*F is finitely generated as a k(n)*-module. 
Then the spectral sequence has the form 
E ;‘” = HP(Z/p, @n)qF) =a Z?(n)p+qE (5) 
where the cohomology of H/p is with respect o the action of Z/p on l?(n)*F induced by the 
action (up to homotopy) of Z/p on F. This is the main result of the present section: 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose K(n)*E is concentrated in even dimensions. Then 
H’(Z/p, K(n)eve”F) =O. 
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To interpret this theorem, recall the following standard result: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. A torsion free finitely generated Z,[E/p]-module M satis$es 
H’(Z/p, M) =O; 
if and only if M is a permutation module. If p > 2, this happens if and only if M/p is 
a permutation module. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First of all, let 
N: I?(n)*F + H’(Z/p, Z?(n)*F) 
denote the norm map. Then, for x E l?(n)*F, Nx is a permanent cycle in the spectral 
sequence (5) represented by rx where 
z : R(n)*F + I?(n)*E 
is the transfer (note that F + E is a regular covering with fiber Z/p). Thus, the spectral 
sequence (5) gives rise to a spectral sequence 
E, = E,/Im N. (6) 
Further, we would like to claim that 
E, converges to l?(n)*E/&(n)*F. (7) 
Note that this will follow, if we can prove 
For v E I?(n)*F, if NV =O, then rv =O. (8) 
But assume that NV =0 and rv # 0. Then certainly po E Im(l - LY), since the odd cohomol- 
ogy of Z/p is p-torsion. Thus, pzv = z(pv) =O, so zv E I?(n)*E is p-torsion. But if there is 
torsion in K(n)*E, then there are odd elements in K(n)*E. So we may assume (8), and 
hence (7). 
Now (6) is a spectral sequence of rings. For E = Bh/p, F = *, 
Ez = (I?(n)*/p)[x], x E Et” 
and the resulting spectral sequence collapses, so (6) is a spectral sequence of (I?(n)*/p) [xl- 
modules by mapping the fibration 
F + E + BZ/p 
to the fibration 
Now for an element u E r?(n)*E, denote by [v] its representative in E,. In particular, we 
require v # 0 =S [v] # 0. To avoid confusion, say that 5 E E, weakly represents vE I?(n)*E 
if [u] = [ or i =0 and the filtration degree of [v] is greater than the filtration degree of I& 
Next, we claim that 
For every [ E E, in the spectral sequence (5) and every z E I?(n)*E represent- 
ed by [ E E,, there exists a w E I?(n)*F such that pz + zw E R(n)*E is weakly 
represented by qxd- ‘[ E E,, n E Z:, in the spectral sequence (5). 
(9) 
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To this end, we must recall several basic facts. First of all, specialize to the case 
F = *(E = BZ/p), [ =l. Now 
G)*IVP = m*CCxlllCPlx 
where [i]x is the i-series of the formal group law F and x is the Euler class of the 
representation 1 of Z/p which sends the generator tl of Z/p to 
eZni/P 
Next, recall the Frobenius reciprocity law (a direct consequence of naturality of transfer) 
which asserts that, for any commutative associative ring spectrum K, the transfer 
r: K*F + K*E is a map of K*E-modules, where K*E acts on K*F via the map F + E. 
Thus, we see that 
x.7(1) = r(x.1) = Z(0) =o. 




z(l) = pmod(x). 
This together with (10) forces 
z(l) = CPlXlX 
since the kernel of x:E(n)*[[x]]/[p] x -~(n)*[[x]]/[p]x is the image of [p]x/x: 
@r)*[[x]]/[p]x + l?(n)*[[x]]/[p]x. Now (9) follows. 
Finally, for general E, F, (9) follows from the case E = Bh/p, F = * by the ring structure, 
naturality and the Frobenius reciprocity law. 
In fact, (10) has another interesting consequence: Interpreting x as the Euler class of the 
representation I, we can consider the map 
x: I?(n)*E + &n)*E 
which induces the obvious self-map of the spectral sequence (5) (by its ring structure). 
However, by (lo), the map x annihilates the image of z, so we obtain a map 
X: I?(~)*E/&(~)*F -+ I?(~)*E 
which induces a map of spectral sequences 
XL&E,. (11) 
We shall next investigate the spectral sequence fi,. Unless specified otherwise, by the 
degree of an element z E j?, we shall mean the filtration degree of z; the corresponding 
notation will be deg(z). 
LEMMA 2.3. (1) As a (I?(n)*/p) [xl-module, 8, has a presentation with homogeneous 
generators in degrees 0, 1 and homogeneous relations in degrees < q. 
(2) Zfd,y # Ofor some r < q where y E _@dd,e”en, then there is a non-zero element z E i$ of 
even total dimension such that q > deg(z) 2 1, and xz =0 E g4. 
Proof. An induction on q. For q = 2, (1) follows directly from periodicity of the 
cohomology of cyclic groups and (2) holds by default. Suppose (l), (2) hold for a given 
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q = m. Then 
.:$A* _+&+2.* is an isomorphism for i 2 m. (12) 
Thus, Ker(d,) is generated, as a E(n)*/p[x]-module, by elements in degrees 0, 1. Together 
with (12), this implies that 
Ker(d,) has a presentation as a (g((n)*/p)[x]-module with generators in 
degrees 0, 1 and homogeneous relations in degrees < m. (13) 
Hence, &,+ I = Ker(d,)/Im(d,) has the same presentation as Ker(d,), except of added 
relations of the form d, y where deg(y) d 1. This implies (1) for q = m + 1. 
To prove (2) for q = m + 1, we distinguish two cases. First assume that d,y # 0 for some 
r < m. Then, by the induction hypothesis, there is a non-zero element z E &,, such that 
m > deg(z) > 2 and xz = 0 E &,,. Then 
0 =dm(xz) = xdm(z) 
and hence dm(z) =0 by (12). We conclude that z E &+ 1 satisfies the statement of (2) for 
q=m+l. 
Next, assume that d, y # 0 for some y of odd degree. By (1) of the induction hypothesis, 
we may assume that deg(y) = 1. By the same induction hypothesis, 
d,y = xz where deg(z) = m - 1. 
Now 
0 = d,d,y = d,(xz) = xd,z, 
so d,z =0 by (1) for m. Hence, z E &,+ 1 satisfies the statement of (2) for q = m + 1. 0 
We now conclude the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let 
0 # /l E H’(Z/p, @n)*F). 
If p is a permanent cycle in the spectral sequence (5), then I?(n)Odd #0, and we are done by 
the universal coefficient heorem. Thus, assume 
d,p # 0 for some r > 2. (14) 
Note that the same differential applies in the spectral sequence &, since it is identical to E, 
in degrees > 0. Now note that _J?$ * IS finitely generated as a i?(n)*/p-module for i < 1, and 
hence by Lemma 2.3 the spectral sequence collapses to a certain 8, = 8,. By Lemma 2.3(2) 
and by (14) there exists a non-zero element z E E, = E, such that 
xz =O, deg(z) > 1 and the total dimension of z is even. (15) 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf t E I?(n)*E satisjes deg[t] =2p” -2 + i, then t = pi + z(o) for some 
QE R(n)*E, CJ E I?(n)*F with deg[e] > i. 
Proof: By (9), we have 
For every i E E,, there is a v E Z?(n)*E and w E R(n)*F such that [v] = [ and 
X “‘-l[ = [pv + zw] or x p”-l[ =0 and deg[pv + zw] > 2p” -2 + i. (Thus, 
xp”-lc weakly represents pv + zw.) 
(16) 
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Thus, by Proposition 2.2, 
E 
> 2p”-Z+i,* 
s { [pu + zw] 1 u E l?(n)*E, w E Z?(n)*F, deg[u] 3 i}. (17) 
By (17), if deg[t] > 2p” -2 + i, t can be approximated by pv + zw with deg[v] B i in the 
sense that 
deg[t - pv - zw] 
can be made arbitrarily large. The elements u, w have limit points Q,, w,, with respect o the 
p-adic topology. By convergence, then t = pu, + zw,,. 0 
Now recall (15). By (9), (15) and (16), there are u E l?(n)*E, w E i?(n)*F with 
[VI = z, 
deg[pv + zw] > 2~” -2 + deg(z). 
By Lemma 2.4 applied for t = pv + zw, 
pu + zw = pQ + zc7 
for some Q E I?(n)*E, TV E Z?(n)*F with 
deg Cd > deg Cd 
(18) 
(19) 
In particular, by (19), o - Q # 0, while by (18), 
p(u - @) E zR((n)*F. (20) 
But now in the spectral sequence (5), elements in zl?(n)*F are represented in filtration 
degree 0 (by (7)), while p(u - .Q) is in filtration degree > 0. Thus, 
p(u - Q) =0 E @n)*E 
while 
u - Q # 0 E I??(~I)~~~“E. 
Thus, l?(n)*E has p-torsion, and hence, by the universal coefficient heorem, 
K(~I)=‘~~E # 0 
as claimed. We have finished the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
3. THE EILENBERGMOORE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
In this section, we shall introduce a Morava K-theory Eilenberg-Moore spectral 
sequence of the fibration (4). The basic idea is that this allows us to obtain analogues of 
many of the results of the previous section with the roles of G and H interchanged. In 
practical calculations (including the counterexample to the Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel con- 
jecture), we need these results to better understand Morava K-theory of good groups, in 
particular to show that certain modules are torsion free. 
The very concept of an Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence in this situation is not 
entirely trivial, since it is easy to see that the classical Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence in 
this situation almost always diverges. However, we shall take advantage of the obvious fact 
that a %-periodic resolution gives rise to two exact couples: one of homological, one of 
cohomological type. The “total divergence” of one is, in some sense, equivalent to the 
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convergence of the other (suggesting, perhaps, the possibility of “Tate phenomena” in 
Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequences). Thus, we have the following result: 
THEOREM 3.1. There is an Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the Jibration (4) 
EIs4 = Ext;&,,,, (K(n)*, ZZ(n)*E) * R(n)q+PF. (21) 
Moreover, this spectral sequence converges if I?(n)*F is a finitely generated i?(n)*-module. 
First note that we have the following free Z?(n)*BZ/p-resolution of r?(n)*: 
[plx 
K(n)* + ~(n)*[xllCPI x 2- I?(n)*[x]/[p]x AR(n)*[x]/[p]x . . . (22) 
Thus, 
for k al. 
Ext;;,,,,,, BZ/p = Ext;:,;;,*,,, BE/p 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The idea is to construct a geometrical realization of the resolution 
(22). To this end, consider the following based cofibration sequences: 
F, +E+ +E+ A,,~% (23) 
F, AL/~ % -+ E: + X’F,. (24) 
Here y denotes the bundle induced&m the canonical complex line bundle (one-dimen- 
sional representation) on BZ/p and Z/p denotes the unbased suspension of Z/p with one of 
the two spsl points selected as base point. The map (24) is obtained from the obvious 
inclusion E/p c Sy. 
Applying K(n)* to (23), (24), we can obtain two different exact couples: one homological, 
one cohomological. This is because the resolution (23), (24) is 2-periodic. In both cases, the 
D-terms are the terms related to the fiber F, while the E-terms are the terms related to the 
total space E. The homological exact couple has E,-term 
Egs4 = Tor~$‘)*Bzip(X(n)*E, E(n)*), 
which is the classical Eilenberg-Moore E,-term. However, as remarked above, this spectral 
sequence virtually always diverges. On the other hand, the spectral sequence corresponding 
to the cohomological exact couple has E2-term (21). 
To establish convergence of the cohomological spectral sequence, assemble the connect- 
ing maps of the cofibrations (23) (24) into a sequence 
F, i--F+ A~,~GcF+ +F, A~,~&- ... (25) 
We need to prove that after applying I?(n)*, to (25), the inverse-limit of the resulting 
sequence is 0. But to this end, note that the composition 
R(n)*F --+ K(n),*,,(F+ ~~~~ G) + r?(n)*F 
is the multiplication by 1 + CI + ... + up-i where CI is the generator of Z/p. Since this 
element is in the maximal ideal which is the kernel of mod p reduction of the augmentation, 
we are done by Nakayama’s lemma. Cl 
We now state the main result of this subsection. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Assume that K(n)*F is Jinitely generated as a K(n)*-module and concen- 
trated in even degrees. Then 
0 = Ext&,*,.sZiP(l?(n)*, K(n)e”e”E). 
Proof: Since the proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.1, we will 
proceed in somewhat less detail. First, there is a natural diagram 
Z/p + * -+ BR/p 
1 1 1= (26) 
F -+ E + BZ/p 
By the resolution (22), the top Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence collapses to the Ea-term, 
which is concentrated in even dimensions. Further, the generator T of Ext’ is represented 
by 1 - CI in K(n)*(Z/p) = K(n)*[Z/p]. (This last formula is funny: the right-hand side 
indicates a group algebra-recall that c( is the generator of Z/p.) 
Anyway, we have shown that the spectral sequence (21) is a spectral sequence of 
I?(n)* T-modules. Next, consider the map 
X p” - 1 - p : Ext;;,*,.,,,, (I?(n)*, I?(n)*E) + Ext$&,$(n)*, I?(n)*E). (27) 
Now note that the second map of (24) is the transfer and that 
rr = xpn-’ - p:I?(n)*E + K(n)*E. 
Thus, for u E I?(n)*E, the element (x”‘- ’ - p)v is a permanent cycle in (22) and is represent- 
ed by r(x). Thus, we can consider the spectral sequence 
8, = E, Im(xP’- ’ - p) (28) 
Further, we would like to claim 
8, converges to K(n)*F/Im(r). (29) 
The proof is completely analogous to the proof of (7): We need to prove that, for u E I?(n)*E, 
(x 
pn- 1 -p)v=O =s ru=o. 
But if this were false for U, then, since Ext~~~~.,,,p (I?(n)*, ?) is p-torsion, pu E Im x, but rx = 0, 
so pro = 0, and ru is p-torsion, which contradicts K(n)*F being concentrated in even 
degrees. Thus, (29) is proved. 0 
Now here is the Eilenberg-Moore analogue of Lemma 2.3: 
LEMMA 3.3. (1) As a (I?(n)*/p)[T]-modules, 8, has a presentation with homogeneous 
generators in degrees 0, 1 and homogeneous relations in degrees < q. 
(2) If dry # 0 for some r < q where y E Efdd*even then there is a non-zero element z E E,, of 
even total dimension such that q > deg(z) 2 1 and xz =0 E I!$. 
Proof Word by word analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.3. Cl 
So, in fact, is most of the rest of the proof of the Theorem. The one ingredient we have 
not discussed yet is the analogue to (9): 
For every i E E _, , in the spectral sequence (22) and every z E I?(n)*F repre- 
sented by [E E,, there exists a w E X(n)*E such that pz + rw E X(n)*F is 
weakly represented by ~(1 - t@‘- ’ [ E E, , q E Z,*, in the spectral sequence (22). 
(30) 
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To this end, note that it suffices to show that N = 1 + c1 + ... + &- ’ is an Eisenstein 
polynomial in 1 - a. But this, of course is standard: it is the cyclotomic polynomial 
(substitute T for 1 - a). 
Next, the analogue of Lemma 2.4 reads: 
LEMMA 3.4. 1f t E I?(n)*F satisfies deg[t] =2p -2 + i, then t = pi + r(o) for some 
QE K(n)*F, o E l?(n)*F with deg[e] 2 i. 
Now we can put it together: Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we obtain an 
element z E E, such that 
Tz = 0 E E,, deg[z] B 1 and the total dimension of z is even. 
By (30), and Lemma 3.4, there are v E R(n)*F, w E l?(n)*E with 
co1 = z, 
deg[pv + rw] > 2p -2 + deg(z). 
By Lemma 3.4 applied for t = pu + rw, 
pv + rw = pi + ro 
for some QE I?(n)*F, (T E E(n)*E with 
degCe1 > degbl. 
(31) 
(32) 
In particular, by (32), u - Q # 0, while by (31) 
p(v - Q) E rK((n)*F. (33) 
But now in the spectral sequence (22), elements in rI?((n)*E are represented in filtration 
degree 0 (by (29)), while p(u - Q) is in filtration degree > 0. Thus, 
p(u - @) =o E Qn)*F 
while 
v - @ # 0 E X(n)eVV. 
Thus, I?(n)*F has p-torsion, and hence, by the universal coefficient heorem, 
K(n)“ddF # 0 
as claimed. 0 
Reciprocity. We can compress the information of the previous two sections into the 
following statement. 
THEOREM 3.5. The diagram 
k(n)*F =I?(n)*F 
1T rt (34) 
l?(n)*E T;’ X(n)*E 
is a chain complex (the composition of any two consecutiue arrows is 0). Moreover, if Z?(n)*E 
(resp. I?(n)*F) is torsion free and concentrated in even dimensions, then the diagram (34) is 
exact at the top two terms (resp. the bottom two terms) in even dimensions. 
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Proof: The fact that (34) is a chain complex is obvious: $1 - tl) =0 by naturality of 
transfer, xr =0 by Frobenius reciprocity, rx =0 because rx is the Euler class of a trivial 
bundle, and (1 - a)r =0 because ra = r by the definition of (the action of) a as the 
translation in a regular covering space. 










@n)*E L &n)*F 
Thus, in particular, Ker(N) E Ker(z) and Ker(xP”-’ - p) c Ker(r) and therefore non- 
exactness at the upper left or lower right corner of (34) produces non-zero elements in the 
corresponding odd cohomology groups. 
On the other hand, by definition, non-exactness at the upper right or lower left corner of 
(34) means that certain degree 0 elements of the respective spectral sequences (5) (21) are not 
permanent cycles, and hence support differentials. However, by Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 
non-triviality of differentials implies that the target cannot be torsion free and concentrated 
in even dimensions. 0 
COROLLARY 3.6. Assume l?(n)*E (resp. I?(n)*F) is torsion free and in even dimensions. 
Then 
R(n)“““F, R(n)“‘“F/Im(l - a), r?(n)“‘“F/Im(r) 
(resp. 
are torsion .free. 
Proof: Assume that I?(n)*E is torsion free and in even dimensions. Then, by Theorem 
2.1, H’(Z/p, R(n)eve”F) = 0, but then I?(n)even F must be torsion free. If, for z E I?(n)e”enF, 
pz E Im( 1 - a), then certainly r(z) =O, because l?(n)*E is torsion free. Thus, z E Im( 1 - a) by 
Theorem 3.5. The other statements are proved analogously. 0 
Remark 3.7. The theorems of this section all fit into a heuristic pattern. Consider the 
following table: 
Z?(n)*E I?(n)*F 
Serre spectral sequence Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence 
l-a X 
l+a+ . . . + ape1 XP'-- 1 -P 
H*(UP, ?) EXt&)*Bz/p (z(n)*, ?) 
Igor Kriz 
Now for any statement which is true and involves the entries of the table, the statement 
remains true if each entry is replaced by the opposite entry in the same row. 
While by now we have collected plenty of experimental evidence, I have no idea how to 
make this “duality” rigorous, or how to prove it. 
Remark 3.8. In the special case when the fibration (4) is of the form 
BH + BG + BZ/p 
and arises from the group extension (3), the above results can be further refined by applying 
Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel character theory [4, Theorem 3.33. In particular, we have the 
following result. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose theJibration (4) arises from the extension (3). Suppose, further, that 
I?(n)*BH is torsionfree and concentrated in even dimensions, and that in the spectral sequence 
(5), 0 # z E H’(H/p, I?(n)*BH). Then, for some k k 1, zxk is the target of a differential. 
Similarly, suppose that I?(n)*BG is torsion free and concentrated in even dimensions and 
that, in the spectral sequence (21), 
0 # z E Ext$.,,,,(k(n)*, k(n)*BG). 
Then, for some k Z 1, z(1 - cdk is the target of a difirential. 
Proof We shall prove the first statement: the second statement is analogous. Thus, 
assume that 0 # z E H’(H/p, X(n)*BH). We first claim 
z is a permanent cycle. (35) 
Indeed, if (35) were false, then, by the proof of Theorem 2.1, there would be even torsion in 
Z?(n)*BG. But then, by Theorem 3.2, I?(n)*BH cannot be torsion free and concentrated in 
even dimensions. Thus, (35) is proved. 
Therefore, if the statement of the Theorem is false, then 0 # zxk E E, for every k. But 
then l?(n)“ddBG has a non-torsion element in odd dimension, contradicting Hopkins- 
Kuhn-Ravenel character theory [4, Theorem 3.33. 0 
4. SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS 
In this section, we compute the Morava K-theory of semidirect products of cyclic 
p-groups with elementary abelian p-groups. In particular, we show that these groups are 
good in the sense of Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel. 
THEOREM 4.1. Every p-group which is a semidirect product of a cyclic group with an 
elementary abelian group is good in the sense of Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel. 
LetH,=Z/p[T]/(T”),pk-’ <sdpkandletZ/pkactonH,byl-a= Twhereaisthe 
generator of Z/pk. Then every Z/p[B/pk]-module is a direct sum of the modules H,. These 
modules will be called s-cycles. 
Next, put 
M,:= K(n)‘BHs = H/p[xl, . . . , xJ/(xf’). 
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7-h-n 7/nk IF~P on A,4 hv IIl\rl‘ 'L,y c&UC0 "I1 "'S "J 
CI:XiH Xi+FXi+1pXs+l:= 0. 
For a Z/p[E/pk]-module M, the module of l-cycles of M can be canonically identified with 
T,(M) = Ker(1 - cr)/(Im(l - a)n(Ker(l - a)). 
Then Theorem 4.1 follows from the following result: 
THEOREM 4.2. The module MS is a permutation Zjpk-module. Further, the module of 
l-cycles T,(MJ has Z/p-basis 
{1, Ic,, . . . ) g-‘-l }@{l,&,...,L,p-l} ifpk_l<s<pk 
(1, K,, . . . ) g-1> if s = pk (36) 
where 
pk-1 
ic, = n 2(x1), 1, = “yf ’ cli(x,+l_px-I). 
i=O i=O 
Finally, ifs = pk, the following identity holds in Tk(pk): 
1,x = r/l&‘, rl E z/p*. 
We first treat the case s < p. 
(37) 
LEMMA 4.3. Theorem 4.2 holds for s d p. 
Proof It turns out slightly more convenient o work with the integral Morava K-theory 
e--A .__ - _-. _ 
K(n). I‘hus, we will consider the k,LL/pJ-moduie 
A,:= R(n)OBH, = E,[Xl, . . . ,X,]/([P]FXJ. 
We will prove that li;r, is a permutation Z,[Z/p]-module where the basis of 
fro (UP, Ms) 
as indicated in (36). Note that A, = x,. 
The proof is an induction on s. For s = 1 the statement is certainly true. Suppose the 
statement is true for a given s < p, we shall prove it for s + 1. Then filter A?,+ 1 by powers of 
x,+ 1 (a decreasing filtration). There results a spectral sequence computing Tate cohomol- 
ogy. In fact, the El term is the Tate cohomology of the associated graded object, which is 
E E”” = fiO(Z/P, As)Cxs+ 11 
odd EI =x,+1 fiO(UPY fis) t-x,+ Il. 
(We have E’fi,+ 1 = fi,[x,+ J/(px,+ 1).) To describe the differentials, we will denote differ- 
entials originating in even (resp. odd) cohomological degree by de’““, resp. dodd. In this 
notation, the non-trivial differentials in our spectral sequence are the Kudo differentials: 
d qy,” : x:x;+ 1 I-+ xf- l xi; : ) i=l,..., p-l, j=O,l,... 
d$!I :x,P-lxi+I H xi:;-‘, j =l, 2, . . . 
(It is understood that each differential can be multiplied by powers of the permanent cycle 
IC,+ r.) The spectral sequence collapses to E,. This immediately implies the induction 
statement for Tate cohomology. The pattern of the remaining p-cycles is easy to deduce. 
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In fact, we claim that a basis of the free part of @ S+ r can be described as follows: the 
union of 
(1) the Z/p[h/p]-bases of the Z/p[Z/p]-free summands of the associated graded pieces 
of AS.1 of filtration degrees < p’ (reduced modp in filtration degree 0) 




It is not hard to see that this set, together with the 0th Tate cohomology of MS+ 1, 
generate M, + 1. Independence is then established by a counting argument. 
Finally, consider the case s = p. We have proved that T,(M,) is spanned by 
(1, IcP, . . . ) Kpp’-‘} 0 (1, x,, . . . ,xpp-‘}. 
But we also know that H, is isomorphic to (Z/P)~ with the permutation action of Z/p. Thus, 
(see [4]), T,(M,) is spanned by 
(1, lcP, . . . ) Icy}. 
A comparison of total algebraic degrees of the elements involved (well defined modulo 
(p” - 1)) completes the argument. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. An induction on k. Consider the short exact sequence 
O+A-+Z/pk+C+O, AS’/pk-? 
First, as an A = H/pk- ‘- module, H, is a direct sum 
IL, 0 ... @ HSI 
where 
i 
rfi for j > imodp 
‘j= rfl-1 for jdimodp. 
where i mod p is the remainder of i modulo p: 0 < (i mod p) < p. Thus, as an A-module, 
M, = & Msi 
i=l 
and hence M, is a permutation A-module by the induction hypothesis. Thus, a t-cycle of the 
Z/pk-module M, with t > p satisfies t = pj for some j, as required. 
Now the submodule of M, consisting of t-cycles for t < p is isomorphic to the C-module 
Tk _ 1 MS (defined by identifying E/pk- ’ z A). Now, by the induction hypothesis, 
Tk_ I M, has basis 
(1, h 1, ... 2 hf-I-‘} 0 ... @ (1, h,, . . . , h:‘-l-‘J 
(1, k l, . . . , kf-‘} @ ... @ (1, k,, . . . , k;-‘} 
(38) 
where 
hj = _ n crP’(xj), 
i=O 
kj = n ct~~(~~+j_~k-t). 
i=O 
In fact, in most cases we can put in (38) 
hi = KS{’ ki = ilsi. 
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More precisely, this works if 
s#{pk-‘+l,..., pk-l+p}u{pk-p+l)...) p”}. 
Ifs=pk-i+j, 1 <jGp,put 
hi = KS!, 
J$ “-I 
ki = 
if i <j (hence si = pkP2) 
A,, if i>j 
Ifs=pk+j-p, 1 Gj<p,put 
ki = &, 
if i<j 
if i > j (hence si = pk- ‘). 
Now the C-action of Tk_ rA4, is given by 
(39) 
(40) 
For example, to prove (40), fix j and put 
Then 
4i = ~pi(X,+j-px-‘), ri = O!pi(X,+j+l_px-l). 
a(kj) = “-6 ’ (qi +F ri). 
i=O 
(41) 
Now consider (41) as a polynomial in indeterminates qi, ri with the Z/pk-‘-action 
cc:qi l-b qi+l, ri ++ ri+l (qpk+l = ql,rpk+l = rd. 
Then, writing (41) as a sum of monomials, the only Z/pkml- invariant monomials are those 
on the right hand side of (40). The other monomials can be grouped into disjoint set of 
monomials 
{ m, am, . . . ) C&l} (42) 
where m is a monomial invariant under the action of Z/pj c iZ/pk, j > 0. But the sum of (41) 
is 0 in Tk_ I (M,), so (40) is proved. The proof of (39) is similar. 
But now let 
h! = &‘h .I 17 k! = &‘k J 1. 
Then C E Z/p acts on these elements by permutation. Further, we claim that (38) remains 
valid with hi, kj replaced by hi, kj. Note that this is not immediate, since (39), (40) do not 
completely determine the C-action on Tk- 1 MS, due to the fact that we did not choose to 
fully calculate the multiplicative structure of Tk_ iA4,. 
However, note that we have a decreasing augmentation ideal filtration on M,, which 
determines a decreasing filtration on Tk_ 1 M, (the filtration degree of an element is the 
maximum filtration degree of its representative). But then, in the associated graded module 
E” Tk_ 1 M,, (39) and (40) are valid with +F replaced by +, thus completely determining the 
C-action. It is easily deduced that (38) remains valid with hj, kj replaced by hj, kj in 
E”Tk_lM,, and hence in Tk-rMs. 
Thus, Tk_ 1 M, is a permutation C-module whose fixed points are hi . . . hb, k; . . . kb, 
concluding the proof of the induction step. 
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Finally, we consider the case s = pk. We have proved that TkMpt is spanned by 
(4 Kpk, . . , Up’ ““-‘-‘} @ {lJp”, . . . ,a$-‘}. 
But now, again Mpk is isomorphic to (Z/P)~’ with the permutation action of Z/pk, so by [4], 
Tkhippk is spanned by 
(1, icph, . . . ) icy}, 
Once again, an argument involving the total algebraic degrees of the elements involved 
(well defined modulo p” - 1) concludes the proof. 0 
5. THE p-SYLOW SUBGROUP OF GL,(Z/p) 
In this section, we show that the p-Sylow subgroup of GL,(h/p) is not good for p =3. 
This is a counterexample to the Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel conjecture. 
The basic idea of this calculation is, of course, to break up our p-group into semidirect 
products with quotient Z/p: this allows us, in principle, to use the results on the Serre 
spectral sequence in Section 2. The difficulty is that, in this inductive calculation, we must 
consider at least one semidirect product where the kernel is non-abelian. This is also to be 
expected in view of the previous section (although technically we did not exclude the 
possibility of a bad group which would be a semidirect product of a cyclic groups with 
a non-elementary abelian group). 
The reader is very strongly encouraged to contemplate for a few moments the difficulty 
involved here: in the induction, which we call Atiyah induction in view of [l], the Serre 
spectral sequences only give associated graded objects. However, the precise objects are 
needed for the next step of the induction. 
In the absence of any notion of “n-representations”, which would form a natural 
basis for Morava K-theories of classifying spaces of good groups, we use the Hop- 
kins-Kuhn-Ravenel theory of n-characters, which give, at least, a natural basis of 
I?(n)*BG @ Q ([4]). Thus, for good groups, integral Morava K-theory, which is additively 
generated by Euler classes of representations, embeds into the Hopkins-Kuhn-Ravenel 
n-character space. Therefore, if we can calculate n-characters of representations, we can 
deduce the structure of integral Morava K-theory of classifying spaces of finite groups 
precisely, without resorting to associated graded objects. 
The main content of this section is performing these n-character calculations of charac- 
teristic classes of representations for the concrete groups at hand. Once the relevant 
Z[H/p]-module is calculated, we proceed to reason that it has odd cohomology. 
Alternately to reasoning, one can choose to use brute force to conclude the argument. 
This, in fact, has also been done by the author (using Maple) and later in even greater detail 
by Neil Strickland and Doug Ravenel (using Mathematics). 
Most of the material of this section is done for a general prime. However, we shall 
always assume that p is odd. First of all, let us write 
(43) 
Comment. With notation ambiguous in the literature, we write semidirect products in 
the form ArxN where A acts on N. Thus, N is the normal subgroup. 
In the case of (43) c commutes with U2i, d commutes with ui2, and 
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We first consider the groups 
H = Z/p(+cH/p{a, b}, c-‘UC = ab 
G = UP{+=WP{~II, u~z, u21, ~22) 
and then the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of the fibration 
BG + BP + BZ/p(d}. 
The idea is that H, G are good by the results of Section 4 (see also [9, lo]), and the complete 
action of Z/p on the Morava K-theory of BG can be recovered using generalized character 
theory. In fact, the reason of introducing H is that it is smaller, but all of the relation in 
l?(n)*BG can be recovered from I?(n)*BH by means of maps G + H. 
Now, in I?(n)*BH, let Z, w, Ic, respectively, denote the Euler classes of the representations 
y:H+Z/p{u} C S’, 6:H+h/p{c} C s’, and the induced representation v by the inclu- 
sion Z {c, b} c H of the representation p : Z { b, c} + Z/p { b} c S’. Here the convention on 
the maps is that the named generators in the source map into the generators with the same 
name in the target, or to 0 if there is no generator with the same name in the target. Let R” be 
the dimension 0 homogeneous ummand of l?(n)*BH/zl?(n)*(Z/p{u, b}) where z denotes 
the transfer. 
LEMMA 5.1. In d, we have 
&GP = wP-‘z (44) 
Proof We will use n-character theory. Because the group H is good, we have 
Z?(n)*BH 5 I?(n)*BH 0 Q. Now the image of z in the group of n-characters of H consists 
of all characters which are 0 on n-tuples which are not contained in Z/p{u, b}. Thus, by 
n-character theory, it suffices to check our equality after pullback to all abelian subgroups of 
H which are not subgroups of Z/p{u, b}. 
But now it is easy to see that such subgroups A either project trivially by H + Z/p(u), in 
which case the pullback of Z is 0, or are subgroups of groups of the form iZ/p{b, cui}, i # 0. 
In the latter case, choosing a non-trivial n-tuple g = (gl, . . . , g,,) in A, the value of the 
element w on g will be a uniformizing parameter 7c in K[rc]/(& ’ - p), while the value of 
Z on g will be [i]rc for some i E Z/p*. Thus, any polynomial p(x, y) such that 
will satisfy 
p(q [i] n) = 0 for i E Z/p 
p(z; w) =o E R. 
In particular, we can put 
p(x, y) = yp - xp- l y. 
This is because [i] n = sin where si E K run through the set consisting of (p - 1)th roots of 
unity and 0. Thus, 
p-1 
([k]i~)” - zP-‘[k]x = fl ([k]x - [i]z) =O. 
i=O 
LEMMA 5.2. In R” 63 Q, we have 
($) ++-g+) +F . . . +J$) =o. 
0 
(45) 
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Comment. First, recall that R” is torsion free by Corollary 3.6. Now note that, in R”, 
W I+ ’ = p. (See the conclusion of the proof of (9) above.) Further, upon pullback to abelian 
subgroups, vbecomes a product of p Euler classes of one-dimensional representations, and 
hence 
zp’ = pQ. 
Thus, we first conclude that the left-hand side of (45) converges in the p-adic topology. 
Second, we consider the modulo p case. If we multiply (45) by wd- ‘, it will be integral (i.e. 
will make sense in R”), by the above remarks. Further, recall from the Conventions and 
notation part of the Introduction that monomials of the formal group law F are of total 
degree 1 mod (p” - 1). Therefore, the non-linear terms of the +r operations will all be 
divisible by p, and hence we may replace +F by +. We conclude that, 
lP-’ 
+ WP”-pn-LICPn-2 + . . . + wP”-PKP’ =O in R/p. (46) 
Proof. Similar as the proof of Lemma 5.1. We must consider the pullbacks of Ic, w to 
abelian subgroups A of H which project non-trivially to Z/p{c}. Further, in such abelian 
subgroups, we are only interested in n-tuples g = (gi, . . . , gn) at which the value of w is 
7[: (alternately, this value could be 0). But then the restriction of the representation vto A is 
p+p@6+ ... + p@P1, so the value of Ic on g is 
Thus, we will have 
if we can prove 
p-1 
iG [a + i]rr for some c1 E OK/p&. 




P iJp+~l~~~ > =0 for all a E OK/pOK. (48) 
To find p, first recall that there is an injection of abelian groups $ : (cOK/pOK)* + 02. Thus, 
we can compute 
p-1 
~~[.+~,~=~(~~~(o+i))nP=~hP-~~~P. 
But now (up - CI), a E OK/p& are roots in OK/pOK of the polynomial 
pm* + p-z + . . . + tPO. 
Next, we have 
Icl(+t +F $(B)n = $(a + P)7r 
We conclude that the power series 
p(t,s) = (Jgi) “(-gzJ +F . . . +&gr.J 
satisfies the condition (48). 
We now turn to the group G. We have 
0 + Z/p{Uij} + G + Z/p{C} -0. 
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When calculating I?(n)*BG using the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, we find that the 
Z/p(c)-module Z(n)*BE/p{aij} is isomorphic to 
@)*BZ/p{a, b} ok,“,* Qn)*BUp{u, b}. 
Consequently, also the Tate cohomology of Z/p{c> with coefficients in 
K(n)*BZIP{aij) 
is isomorphic to 
fi”(UP{c), Qn)*BvP{a, b)) C9 fi”(UP{c>Y &n)*BUp(a, b}). 
On the other hand, the two factors of the expression above are isomorphic and have been 
calculated in Theorem 4.2 above. Now there are two distinguished maps of groups G + H: 
one sends the generators aiz to a, b and the generators ai, to 0, the other map sends ail to 
- - 
a, b and the generators Ui2 to 0. Denote the pullbacks of the classes K, z via these maps by K, 
2, resp. J.,t. Thus, equations (44), (46) imply that the O-dimensional homogeneous 
summand S of K(n)*BG/Im z (where r is the transfer from z/p(Uij}) is isomorphic to 
where 
I = (wP”-i, &’ + wP”-P”-‘KP”-2 + . . . + wP”-PKPo, 
p-l + WP”-Pnml lP’-2 + . . . + WPn-PIPo, 
ZP - WP-12, tP - wp-It). 
(49) 
(We are using the naturality of transfer to conclude that, when pulling back by the map 
G + H, Im z lands in Im z. Also, note that the compositions of the two maps G -+ H with the 
projection H -+ Z/p{c} coincide, and hence so do the two pullbacks of the representation 6, 
and its Euler class w.) 
In order to obtain information about Z?(n)*BP, we need to reconstruct he action of 
H/p(d) on S. First of all, it is obvious (from the action on representations) that the generator 
d acts on z by 
zHZ+Ft. 
LEMMA 5.3. In the O-dimensional homogeneous summand s”of Z?(n)*BG/Im r tensored with 
Q, d acts on K by 
K Ic 2 
wP-l 
H-+ - 
wP-l F wP-l ’ (50) 
Proof Again, we shall use n-character theory. In fact, the situation is quite similar to the 
proof of Lemma 5.2. Consider an abelian subgroup A c G with at most two generators, and 
such that A surjects to Z/p{c>. Then the images A’, A” of A under the two distinguished 
maps G --+ H are, of course, also abelian, and, therefore, the representation ,u : Z/p { b, c} + S’ 
restricts to the subgroups A’, A”. Let s, 4 denote the pullbacks of the Euler classes of these 
extensions via the maps A + A’, A + A”. Then we have, in Z?(n)*BA, 
p-1 p-1 
K= n (s+F[ilw), ;1= n (4+Fcilw). 
i=O i=O 
(51) 
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Further, the generator d acts by 
s H s +Fq. 
(Note that, while the generators , 4 are not well defined, the products (51) are. Thus, the 
action of d may be s H s +r q +F[i] w with a different choice of s, q on a particular abelian 
subgroup A. However, since the choices differ only by a formal summand +r[i] w, the 
resulting action on the products (51) is the same.) 
We conclude that the generator d acts on K by 
K t--+ n (s +F4 +Fcilw). 
i=O 
(52) 
Consider a commuting n-tuple g = (gi, . . . , gn) on which the value of w is x. For some 
CI, /I E O,, the value of s, q is [g] rr, [fl] 7c (this, in effect, is true for arbitrary one-dimensional 
representations, ince 7t is a uniformizing parameter), so we are done if we can prove 
(53) 
for all values of CI, /3 E OK/pOK. But now (53) is equivalent o 
p-1 p-1 p-1 
iE (@. + b + i) = iG b + i) + ice (P + i, in oK/P°K 
which is equivalent o 
(a + p)” - (a + B) = Up - c( + pp - p in 0z/pcO~ 
which certainly holds. 0 
Now for the purpose of more concrete computations, we restrict to the case n = 2, p = 3. 
In this case, we obtain in S 
r(3 = - WQ, 13 = - w61 
and consequently the action of d on S is 
z H z + t + w6zt2 + w6z2t, 
Thus, we see that in S, 
k I-+ K + 2 - w21cA2 - w~Ic~A. (54) 
(1 - d)(lct - zl) = tw2rcA2 + tw2K2,1 mod w6 
but that implies that, in $ 
(1 - d)(w(rct - ~1)) = tw3rcA2 + tw3K21 mod (w7, 3w) 
and since 3w = w9 in $, we can conclude that (1 - d)(w(lct - zA)) is equal to 
tw3~A2 + tw3K21 plus a sum X of multiplies of higher powers of w in $. 
Thus, 
(1 - d)(w(Kt - ~2)) - (tw3x12 + tw3KZA) + IZ E Im(z) t I?(n)*BG. (55) 
But now note that 1 - d respects the w-filtration in I?(n)*BG. Thus, (1 - d)(w(xt - zn)) 
is in filtration 2 1, and hence the same holds for the entire left-hand side of (55). We claim 
that an element in Im(z) which also has w-filtration > 0, is zero. 
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To this end, recall that the w-filtration is the filtration on i((n)*BG associated with the 
Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence of the fibration 
BZ/p{LZij} + BG + BZ/p{C}. 
The E,-term of this spectral sequence is 
H*(ZIP{c), R((n)*BZIP(aij>). 
In this E,-term, an element z(q) is weakly represented in filtration 0 by the element 
(l+c+ ... +cp-’ )q (for the meaning of “weakly represented”, see Section 2). Since, in our 
case, z(q) is in filtration > 0, we have 
(1 + c + ... + cp-l)q =o. 
However, since H’(UPM kZ(fZ)*BZ/p{llij}) =O, for any Lj E I?(n)*BZ(Uij}, 
(1+ c + ... + cp-l )q =0 implies q E Im(1 - c), which implies T(q) = 0. Thus, an element in 
Im(z) represented in filtration 3 1 in E((n)*BG is zero, as claimed. 
We conclude that 
(1 - d)(w(rct - ~2)) - (tw3& + tw3ic2A) + C =0 E &n)*BG. (56) 
Thus, an element < of the form twrcA2 + twu2A plus multiples of higher powers of w is in the 
kernel of 1 + d + ... + dP-’ in I?(n)*BG. Indeed, choose [ so that 
w21 = (tw%P + tW3Jc2rl) - c. 
Then, by (56) and since c is a multiple of w, 
3(l+d +d2)[ = w8(l+d +d2)c =w6(1 +d +d2)((tw3~A2 +~w~Ic~A -C) =O~l?(n)*l?G. 
But K(n)*BG is torsion free. Hence, we have 
[ E H’(Z/p{d}, I?(n)*BG). 
LEMMA 5.4. 0 # 5 E H’(Z/p{d}, R(n)*BG). 
Proof: Obviously, it suffices to prove the statement with I?(n)*BG replaced by S. Now 
consider the filtration in S by powers of w. In the associated graded module E& c is 
represented by an element in filtration degree 1. Now observe that, by (49) (54) the 
structure formulas for S are the same as the structure formulas in EJ, modulo error terms 
involving wm for m 2 2. Thus, if an element in filtration degree 1 is in Im(1 - d) c S, then 
the same element must be in Im(1 - d) c E&S. 
In other words, consider the following spectral sequence associated with the (decreasing) 
w-filtration on S: 
El = H*(Up{d}, EoS) * H*(Up{d}, S). 
We have shown that, in this spectral sequence, 
dl =O. 
Thus, it suffices to show that 
0 # i E fW/p{dl~ CJ). 
But this follows from the following result. cl 
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WPCTIIU’) 0 (1, ~~~~~ 0 ~/PCTII(T~) 0 {JG JC~A} 0 UpCT1/(T3) 0 @‘)I 
0 
WiUl/(T) 8 (1, z2t2) 0 VpCTI/V2) 6 {z, z2t} 0 ~/pCTII(T 3, 0 {z’},. 0 
Remark. Neil Strickland points out that in the case p = 3, one can compute more 
precisely: 
Z3 - wz2 = &(y2z + y8z3) 
Jc3 + w% = z(y + $(5fl-2)24y5) 
Here &2 is a 3-adic integer, congruent o 4 mod 9, so that 4 (5& - 2) is again a 3-adic 
integer. 
6. ON COMPLEX ORIENTED COHOMOLOGY OF PO(k) 
In contrast with the previous section, we will focus on p = 2. Let E be a complex oriented 
spectrum. Recall that 
E*BU(k) = E*[[cI, . . . , CT,‘]]. 
Here ci are the Chern classes, which can be characterized as follows. Let 
(@pco)xk + BU(k) (57) 
be the standard inclusion. Then for any complex oriented spectrum E, the map in E*- 
cohomology induced by (57) is injective. We can write 
E*(CP”3)“k = E*[[q, . . . , x,J], 
and then Ci is the ith elementary symmetric polynomial in the indeterminates x1, . . . , xk . 
Now let i(x) = -Fx be the inverse function for the formal group law F. Define 
tj = Oj(i(Xl), . . . , i(xk)) 
(ai is the ith elementary symmetric polynomial). Now we have the complexification map 
4 : BO(k) -+ BU(k). 
Since the complexification of the canonical k-bundle on BO(k) (as the complexification of 
any real bundle) is self-conjugate, in E*BO(k) we have 
Ci = Zi. 
Dejinition 6.1. Call a complex oriented spectrum E 2-generic if E* is 2-torsion-free and 
E*[[x]]/[~]x is flat over E*. 
The following result has been known in many special cases (see [l 1,5,73). 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let E be a 2-generic complex oriented spectrum. Then 
E*BO(k) = E*[[c~, . . . 3 Ck]]/(ci - Eiy i = 1, . . . , k) (58) 




are 2-torsion free. 
E*BO(k), EzdBO(k)Y: 
The proof of Theorem 6.2 will contain several ingredients. First of all, we need an idea 
what the relations ci = ?i look like. 
LEMMA 6.3. In E*BO(k), we have 
ck - & = qkck 
for a certain power series qk in the Ci’S. Further, we have 
qk-1 =2 - qk mOdCk. (60) 
Proof: In E*BO(k), we have 
?k = i i(XJ. (61) 
i=l 
On the right hand side, the ith factor is a power series in xi without a constant term. Thus, 
the product is divisible by ck = nf= 1 Xi. But 
tk2. 
ck 
To compare tk and tk - 1, consider the map fixing x1, . . . , xk _ 1 and sending xk to zero. Under 
this map, i(Xj)/Xj remains fixed for j < k, while i(xk)/xk H - 1. Thus, 
as claimed. q 
Next, we must develop an inductive model of BO(k). To this end, recall the standard 
Gysin cofibration sequence 
BO(k -l)+ + BO(k)+ + BO(k): (62) 
where Yk is the canonical real k-bundle on BO(k) and Xi for a vector bundle y over a space 
X denotes the Thorn space of the bundle y. 
But now, note that we can apply (?)‘k to the sequence (62). We obtain a cofibration 
sequence 
BO(k - 1)‘: + BO(k)Y; + BO(k):Y”. 
Since the pullback of yk to BO(k - 1) is obviously “&i 0 1, we can rewrite this as 
BO(k)Y; + BO(k)2,‘t -+ Z’BO(k -l)‘:-I. (63) 
Moreover, note that 2yk, as the double of any real bundle, is complex oriented, and hence 
smashing with or taking a function spectrum of (63) into a complex-oriented spectrum will 
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identify BO(k)p with ZzkBO(k)+. Our point is that we can assemble (62), (63) into an exact 
couple (and hence spectral sequence) calculating a complex-oriented cohomology theory on 
BO(k)+ from the same cohomology theory on BO(k - l)+ , T Yk-‘BO(k -l)+. (Of course, 
there will be an analogous pectral sequence calculating the cohomology of T y*BO(k)+, but 
we only need to consider one of these.) 
To obtain the spectral sequence, simply apply F(?, E), with E a complex oriented 
spectrum, to (62), (63). We obtain (co)fibration sequences of spectra: 
F(BO(k)+, E) + F(BO(k -l)+, E) --t F(BO(k):*, CE) 
I 
F(BO(k)Y;, XE) + F(BO(k - 1) y-1, E) -+ F(ZZk-2BO(k)+, E) 
(64) 
F(Xzk-2BO(k)+, E) + F(X2k-2BO(k -l)+, E) +F(CZk-‘BO(k)Y:, XE) 
F(X2k-2BO(k)Y:, XE) -+ F(C2k-2BO(k - l)y:-‘, E) + F(X4k-4BO(k)+, E), . . . / 
(the pattern then becomes periodic). An exact couple is extracted from this pattern by 
setting the left and right terms to be D, while the middle terms are E. Now we are facing the 
same issue as in Section 3: since the resolution is 2-periodic, there is one homological and 
one cohomological exact couple. Similarly as in the Eilenberg-Moore case, the co- 
homological exact couple is the convergent one: this is because the composition of the 
obvious maps 
E*BO(k) + E,*edBO(k): +- E,*,,BO(k)p 
is (by definition) ck, and the inverse limit of these maps is 0. (This can be established, for 
example by comparing the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequences for E*BU(k) and 
E*BO(k): multiplication by ck increases filtration degree by > 2k.) 
Thus, we have proved the following result: 
LEMMA 6.4. For a complex-oriented spectrum E, there is a conditionally convergent 
spectral sequence 
E;” =S EP+qBO(k), 
where 
Ey’-r = E- 
mQk-2)+t(BO(k _ 1)) for p=2m 
E,r(2k-2)+1(BO(k - l)y-’ for p =2m + 1. 
By applying the Thorn diagonal, we see that the spectral sequence of Lemma 6.4 is 
a spectral sequence of E* BO(k)-modules, and hence of E*BU(k)-modules. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. An induction on k. First of all, when k = 1, O(1) = iZ/2, and the 
statement is obvious. Next, assume the statements are true for k - 1. To prove the statement 
for BO(k), we will use the spectral sequence of Lemma 6.4. We claim that this spectral 
sequence collapses to E2. We know the E,-term, need to calculate dI. In effect, by the 
module spectral sequence structure, it suffices to compute the image under dI of the element 
1 EE*[[c~, . . . , ck]]/(ci - CTi, i = 1, . . . , k - 1, (ck - &)/ck) 2: E*BO(k -I)‘:-’ = E;**. It iS 
easy to see that 1 E E:** is represented by ck E E*BO(k), hence all elements of Eren3* are 
permanent cycles. Thus, to prove that the spectral sequence collapses to E2, it suffices to 
prove 
dI : El*,,BO(k - l)F-1 + E* BO(k - 1) is injective. (65) 
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To this end, consider the diagram 
EBO(k - 1)‘:-’ - BO(k); 
I I 





X LC’BO(k -l)‘:-I. 
(66) 
Here the columns are cofibration sequences, and the unlabelled maps are the obvious ones. 
u is the inclusion, 
dr = (WV)*. 
Moreover, the middle column is obtained by pulling the usual Gysin cofibration sequence 
associated with the fibration 
BO(k - 1) + BO(k) 
back to BO(k - 1) c BO(k), and applying (?)‘“. Thus, X is the homotopy pushout of the 
diagram 
x2BO(k -2);m’4Z2BO(k -l)‘:? 
I I i 
X2 BO(k - ‘):-‘I X. 
(67) 
Now by inspection, su is the sum of the two canonical maps i, j : C2 BO(k - l)‘:-’ + X (see 
(67)), while ti = tj = Id. We conclude that 
wvu = tsu =2. 
Since R(n),*,,BO(k - l)‘:-l is 2-torsion free, 2 is injective, and hence so is dl. 
Thus, the spectral sequence of Lemma 6.4 collapses to E2. Next, we need to show that 
d,(l) = 4.y for a unit q. 
(This implies the inductive statement about E*BO(k), and also about EzdBO(k)F by 
factoring out E*BO(k - 1)) 
To see (68), let I (resp. J) be the ideal in E*BO(k -1) generated by (ck - &J/Q (resp. 
d, (1)). Since the relation ck - ?k holds in E*BO(k), we have 
I G J. (69) 
Next, observe that 
u*I = u*J =2E,*,,BO(k -l)‘;-’ 
(by Lemma 6.3). But since u* is injective on J, equality must hold in (69), and hence (68) 
follows. 
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The only remaining statement o be proved is that 
Ak = E*[[Cl, . . . 3 Ck]]/(Ci - ?i) 
and 
TAI, = E*[[q, . . . , Ck]]/(Ci - c”i, i = 1, . . , k - 1, (ck - Ek)/ck) are 
First of all, we already proved that there is a short exact sequence 
O+TAI,-,Ak+Ak-l-+O 
so, by the induction hypothesis, it suffices to consider TAk. 
Now consider the projection 
C$ : TAI, + TA,&- J. 
1 (70) 
2-torsion free. 1 
We claim that TAJ(q_ 1) is torsion free. In effect, consider the filtration of TAk/(ck _ 1) by 
powers of (Q). The associated graded object is 
T&,CCcJl 
by Lemma 6.3, which is 2-torsion free by the induction hypothesis. 
Thus, it suffices to prove 
Ker C# is 2-torsion free. (71) 
Now let t = ck_ 1 z. We need to prove 
2t # OE TAk. (72) 
Without loss of generality (by periodicity), 
deg(t) =O. 
Thus, 
ck-1z #OEA~_J~. (73) 
Now consider the map 
$: TAk/Ker(cl,-1) + E*[[cr, . . . > ck-I,xk]]/(cl - C”I, . . . , ck-I - tk-I, [23xk/xk) 
1 w ck-1. 
Here by c”i we mean ai(i(xi), . . . , i(q)), written iiS a polynomial in Cl, . . . , ck_l, xk. Note 
that by (73), 
$(z) f 0. (74) 
But now note that the right hand side of $ is isomorphic to 
Ak_r BE* TA1. 
Here the generators of Ak _ 1 are 4i = Ci (x1, . . . , xk _ l). Put alSO 
<i = oi(i(xl), . . . , i(xk_ 1)). 
Now to verify the compatibility of the relations, compute: 
Ci - Ei = 4i - qi + c (xal . . . xai_,xk - i(&,) . . . i(&_,)i(xk)) 
1 <‘a,< CG,-I Sk-1 
= qi - gi + xk(qi- 1 + @i-l). 
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Now by the induction hypothesis, 2$(z) + 0, hence z # 0 E TAk/Ker(ck_ J. Thus, 
2t =2ck_ 1z # 0 E TAk, as claimed, (70) is proved. q 
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